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Abstract
This paper presents two use cases of the etymological data provided by the Lexicon der indogermanischen Verben
(LIV) after their publication as Linked Open Data and their linking to the LiLa Knowledge Base (KB) of interoperable
linguistic resources for Latin. The first part of the paper briefly describes the LiLa KB and its structure. Then, the LIV
and the information it contains are introduced, followed by a short description of the ontologies and the extensions
used for modelling the LIV’s data and interlinking them to the LiLa ecosystem. The last section details the two use
cases. The first case concerns the inflection types of the Latin verbs that reflect Proto-Indo-European stems, while
the second one focusses on the Latin derivatives of the inherited stems. The results of the investigations are put in
relation to current research topics in Historical Linguistics, demonstrating their relevance to the discipline.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the Linked Open Data (LOD)
paradigm has been increasingly applied to lin-
guistic (meta)data to achieve their interoperabil-
ity, leading to a constant growth of the Linguistic
Linked Open Data Cloud.1 Linguistic resources
that are part of the cloud include textual corpora,
lexicons, dictionaries and more. Among the re-
sources interlinked in the Cloud are those pub-
lished in the LiLa Knowledge Base (KB),2 which
contains several textual and lexical resources for
the Latin language, published as LOD and linked
with each other.

With regard to textual resources, LiLa includes
so far more than 3,5M words from several Latin
corpora, in both Classical Latin and Medieval Latin.
Among them, are the corpus of Classical texts
LASLA3 (CIRCSE, 2022; Fantoli et al., 2022), the
Index Thomisticus treebank (CIRCSE, 2006-2024;
Cecchini et al., 2018), which contains works of
Thomas Aquinas, and UDante (CIRCSE, 2021b;
Cecchini et al., 2020), which is a Universal De-
pendencies4 treebank for Dante Alighieri’s Latin
works. As for the lexical resources, LiLa currently
includes, among others, the Lewis and Short Latin-
English dictionary (CIRCSE, 2021a; Lewis and
Short, 1879), the derivational lexicon Word For-
mation Latin (CIRCSE, 2018; Litta et al., 2019),
and a resource of morphological principal parts of

1https://linguistic-lod.org/.
2https://lila-erc.eu/.
3https:/www.lasla.uliege.be/cms/c_

8508894/fr/lasla.
4https://universaldependencies.org/.

Latin words, PrinParLat (CIRCSE, 2023b; Pelle-
grini, 2023).

Moreover, LiLa interlinks etymological informa-
tion from two reference dictionaries: the Etymo-
logical dictionary of Latin and other Italic Lan-
guages (CIRCSE, 2020a; de Vaan, 2008), which
focusses on Latin and other Italic languages, and
the Lexicon der indogermanischen Verben (LIV)
(CIRCSE, 2023a; Rix, ed., 2001), which features
reconstructed Proto-Indo-European (PIE) verbal
roots and details their developments in the attested
Indo-European (IE) daughter languages, including
Latin. The etymological relations between Latin
words and their ancestors in PIE provided by the
latter have been recently linked to LiLa (Boano
et al., 2023): their integration in the KB helps to
put the information contained in the LIV in relation
to the one provided by other linguistic resources.
To achieve this in the (recent) past different linguis-
tic resources were consulted one at time, and their
data were integrated later. Now, thanks to the in-
teroperability among resources made possibile by
LiLa, this same process can be achieved automat-
ically and it is made fully replicable.

This paper aims to show the advantages that
linking the LIV to LiLa provides in approaching two
research questions of Historical Linguistics. After
introducing the overall architecture of the LiLa KB
(Section 2) and the process performed to interlink
the LIV into LiLa (Section 3), in Section 4 the pa-
per details the two use cases, showing how the
LIV’s information can be queried and exploited in
the LiLa KB to address the research questions con-
cerned.

https://linguistic-lod.org/
https://lila-erc.eu/
https:/www.lasla.uliege.be/cms/c_8508894/fr/lasla
https:/www.lasla.uliege.be/cms/c_8508894/fr/lasla
https://universaldependencies.org/
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2. The LiLa Knowledge Base

The LiLa KB provides FAIR linguistic resources
(Wilkinson et al., 2016) published as LOD. The syn-
tactic interoperability between the resources of the
KB is ensured by the use of the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) data model (Lassila and
Swick, 1998). The semantic interoperability (Ide
and Pustejovsky, 2010) instead is achieved by the
use of a few vocabularies widely used for the publi-
cation of linguistic resources as LOD, including the
Ontolex Lemon model,5 the OLiA ontology (Chiar-
cos and Sukhareva, 2015) and the Ontolex lexicog-
raphy module.6 The connection between the re-
sources interlinked in the KB is achieved via the so-
called Lemma Bank (LB) (CIRCSE, 2019-2024).7
The LB is a set of more than 200k lemmas, which
was originally created from the database of the
morphological analyser LEMLAT (Passarotti et al.,
2017), and which is constantly extended whenever
a new linguistic resource requires a new lemma to
be included in the KB.

The LB constitutes LiLa’s core structure and the
crossroads between all the resources part of the
KB. Interoperability is achieved by linking tokens
provided by textual corpora and entries in lexical
resources to their corresponding lemma in the LB.

Whenever possible, lemmas, tokens and
lexical entries are represented and published
as LOD by means of classes and proper-
ties from the Ontolex Lemon core module.
Each ontolex:LexicalEntry8 of each
lexical resource is linked via the property
ontolex:canonicalForm9 to the correspond-
ing lila:Lemma10 in the LB. A lila:Lemma is a
subclass of the class ontolex:Form,11 namely
a word’s citation form. The simple link established
between a lila:Lemma and the corresponding
ontolex:LexicalEntry ensures the interoper-
ability between the lexical resources part of LiLa.
As for the tokens of the corpora interlinked in LiLa,
they are connected to the LB via the property
lila:hasLemma.12

The lila:Lemma also carries morphological in-
formation, such as the gender and the inflection

5https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/.
6https://www.w3.org/2019/09/lexicog/.
7http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/

LemmaBank.
8http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#

LexicalEntry.
9http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#

canonicalForm.
10http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/

Lemma.
11http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#

Form.
12https://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/

hasLemma.

type. Some lemmas are also assigned deriva-
tional information about prefixes, suffixes and lex-
ical bases: at the time of writing, the derivational
information recorded in the LiLa LB regards Classi-
cal Latin words only, while the coverage for the Me-
dieval Latin is significantly lower (Pellegrini et al.,
2022).

The LiLa KB can be queried via a SPARQL end-
point,13 via a user-friendly interface14 and via an
interactive search platform.15

3. The LIV and its Modelling

Etymology can be broadly defined as “the branch
of linguistics which deals with determining the ori-
gin of words and the historical development of their
form and meanings” (OED, s.v. etymology, n.).
The LIV is the reference etymological dictionary
for verbs attested in the ancient IE languages. It
was curated by Helmut Rix and first published in
1998 by Reichert Verlag (Rix, ed., 1998). A sec-
ond edition appeared in 2001, with the additions
and corrections by Martin Kümmel and Helmut Rix
(Rix, ed., 2001). This dictionary contains informa-
tion regarding the PIE verb and its development in
the IE languages: it details the etymology of verbs
attested in IE languages by tracing them back to
reconstructed PIE verbs. In particular, the LIV con-
tains three main types of lexical items:

• Reconstructed PIE verbal roots. They con-
stitute the entries of the dictionary, and are
provided with their phonological structure and
broad lexical meaning. A verbal root is the
part of a word that “carries the core of the
meaning, the idea of a situation, which is
recognisable in all forms derived from the root”
(Rix, ed., 2001, p. 5, my translation).

• Reconstructed PIE verbal stems. They con-
sist of the verbal root processed with affixes
and they encode aspectual information.

• Word forms attested in IE languages. The
LIV lists word forms for several IE languages:
they can be traced back to the corresponding
PIE stems and are provided with their attested
meaning.

As by agreement with the LIV’s publisher, only
the relations established between these elements
were modelled and linked to LiLa. For the mod-
elling, we decided to use the lemonEty extension
of the Ontolex Lemon model (Khan, 2018), which
was developed precisely for representing etymo-
logical information. lemonEty provides three key
classes:

13https://lila-erc.eu/sparql/.
14https://lila-erc.eu/query/.
15https://lila-erc.eu/LiLaLisp/.

https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/
https://www.w3.org/2019/09/lexicog/
http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/LemmaBank
http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/LemmaBank
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#LexicalEntry
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#LexicalEntry
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#canonicalForm
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#canonicalForm
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/Lemma
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/Lemma
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#Form
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#Form
https://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasLemma
https://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasLemma
https://lila-erc.eu/sparql/
https://lila-erc.eu/query/
https://lila-erc.eu/LiLaLisp/
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Figure 1: The model of the LIV etymological relations, with respect to the verb glubo.

• lemonEty:Etymon:16 this class is a sub-
class of ontolex:LexicalEntry and con-
tains all the lexical items of the source lan-
guage that are introduced to explain the ety-
mology of the target language;

• lemonEty:Etymology:17 this class “reifies
the whole process of etymological reconstruc-
tion as scientific hypothesis” (Passarotti et al.,
2020, p. 22);

• lemonEty:EtyLink:18 this class is used to
connect linguistic items from the source lan-
guage to the target language.

We modelled the PIE roots provided by the
LIV (e.g. PIE *h3emh3-, underlying the Latin
verb amo ‘to love’) as instances of the class
lemonEty:Etymon, since they are items of
the source language (in this case, PIE) and
are introduced “to describe the origin and his-

16http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#Etymon..

17http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#Etymology.

18http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#EtyLink.

tory of another Lexical Entry”.19 Moreover,
since lemonEty:Etymon is a subclass of
ontolex:LexicalEntry, this allowed us to
preserve the structure of the LIV, which treats the
roots as lexical entries.

The lemonEty:EtyLink class was used to
model the relation between a PIE stem and its cor-
responding Latin stem. The LIV provides in fact
the Latin first-person present and first-person per-
fect word forms, which are traditionally used to rep-
resent all the forms derived from the present and
the perfect stems. For this reason, we were able
to include the Latin stems as part of the model: in
particular, we reused the individuals of the class
Stem20 provided by PrinParLat (CIRCSE, 2023b),
which is a collection of principal parts of Latin
morphological paradigms already interlinked in the
LiLa KB. When the Ontolex Morph module (Chiar-
cos et al., 2022) will be released, the PIE stems,
instead, will be represented as instances of the
class morph:Morph:21 this class is used to repre-

19http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty.

20https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/
ontologies/prinparlat/Stem.

21At the time of writing, the URIs provisionally point
to the Morph’s GitHub page (https://github.com/

http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#Etymon.
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#Etymon.
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#Etymology
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#Etymology
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#EtyLink
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#EtyLink
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty
https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/ontologies/prinparlat/Stem
https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/ontologies/prinparlat/Stem
https://github.com/ontolex/morph
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sent all those elements of morphological analysis
which are below the word level.

Each PIE stem is also linked to the class
prinparlat:StemType:22 new individuals were
added to this class in order to include all the
PIE stem types provided by the LIV. The latter
are: present, aorist, perfect, causative, iterative,
causative-iterative, desiderative, intensive, fientive
and essive. Each of these categories expresses a
specific grammatical or lexical aspect.

Both PIE and Latin stems were con-
nected to the lemonEty:EtyLink via
the properties lemonEty:etySource and
lemonEty:etyTarget, respectively. Each
Latin stem was also linked to the corresponding
Latin form. For the perfect, we reused the form
provided by PrinParLat. For the present, instead,
we generated it from scratch, since PrinParLat
supplies only the third-person present form.

Finally, the lemonEty:Etymology class
stands as a central crossroads between all
the LIV lexical items: it reifies the generic
etymological relation between the Latin
ontolex:LexicalEntry and the PIE root,
while also being linked to the two etymological
links.

Figure 1 shows the model applied to the case
of the verb glubo ‘to peel’. On the left side is
the lexical entry glubo, linked to the LiLa lemma
via the property ontolex:canonicalForm. The
two PrinParLat Latin stems are linked to the lexical
entry via the property vartrans:lexicalRel.23

The Latin stems are the starting point of two con-
nections: one with the Latin forms, the present
glubo and the perfect glupsi,24 and the other
with the two etymological links.25 These reify

ontolex/morph).
22https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/

ontologies/prinparlat/StemType.
23http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/vartrans#

lexicalRel.
24The perfect form, provided by PrinParLat is

linked via the property morph:consistsOf (https:
//ontolex.github.io/morph/consistsOf),
while the present form, created from scratch, is linked
via the property ontolex:lexicalForm. This does
not constitute an inconsistency, rather it is a choice
imposed by economic reasons: in fact, whenever a
relation is already expressed by a property (in this case
consistsOf), it is not necessary to represent it again
with another one (lexicalForm), since this would
result in redundancy.

25The etymological links are connected with the
source element and the target element via the properties
lemonEty:etySource (http://lari-datasets.
ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etySource) and
lemonEty:etyTarget (http://lari-datasets.
ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etyTarget), respectively.

the etymological relation between the Latin stems
and the corresponding PIE stems (*g/“gléu

“
bh-

/g/“glubh-, underlying the Latin present stem, and
?*g/“gl´̄eu

“
bh/g/“gléu

“
bh-s-, underlying the Latin per-

fect stem), which are displayed on the right side
of the picture. The PIE root (*g/“gléu

“
bh-) is linked

to both of them.26 In the central part of the graph is
the lemonEty:Etymology class, connected with
the lexical entry, the PIE root and the two etymo-
logical links.27

4. Case Studies

Thanks to the creation of a total of 385 lexical en-
tries and to their linking to the LB, the etymologi-
cal information provided by the LIV was included
in LiLa. The integration of the LIV’s information
into LiLa allows to put it in relation to that pro-
vided by the other resources that are part of the
KB. The RDF data can be queried by means of
the SPARQL query language.28

Querying the LIV in LiLa allows to enhance the
quality of research in the field, by providing new
insights about the relations of attested Latin word
forms with reconstructed PIE roots and stems.
This section illustrates two case studies made pos-
sible by the interoperability of the LIV with other re-
sources in LiLa: the first use case regards the in-
flection types of the Latin verbs inherited from PIE,
while the second one investigates the derivatives
of PIE stems in Classical Latin.

4.1. An Investigation about the Lemmas’
Inflection Types

When investigating the etymological relationship
holding between Latin verbs and their ancestors in
PIE, a question that emerges regards their inflec-
tion type. In particular, some inflection types seem
to be more common among Latin verbs that are in-
herited from PIE, and less common among verbs
that cannot be traced back to PIE stems (Weiss,
2020). The linking of the LIV to the LB can be
effectively exploited to answer this question, as it

26The property that links the PIE stems and the PIE
root is vartrans:lexicalRel, mirroring the relation-
ship between the lexical entry and the Latin stems.

27The lemonEty ontology defines specific
properties to link the Etymology to these
elements, namely lemonEty:etymology
(http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#etymology), lemonEty:etymon
(http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#etymon) and lemonEty:hasEtyLink
(http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
lemonEty#hasEtyLink).

28The SPARQL queries performed to obtain the re-
sults presented in this paper can be found at https:
//github.com/CIRCSE/SPARQL-queries-LIV.

https://github.com/ontolex/morph
https://github.com/ontolex/morph
https://github.com/ontolex/morph
https://github.com/ontolex/morph
https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/ontologies/prinparlat/StemType
https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/ontologies/prinparlat/StemType
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/vartrans#lexicalRel
http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/vartrans#lexicalRel
https://ontolex.github.io/morph/consistsOf
https://ontolex.github.io/morph/consistsOf
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etySource
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etySource
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etyTarget
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etyTarget
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etymology
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etymology
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etymon
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#etymon
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#hasEtyLink
http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/lemonEty#hasEtyLink
https://github.com/CIRCSE/SPARQL-queries-LIV
https://github.com/CIRCSE/SPARQL-queries-LIV
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allows to quickly and easily identify the inflection
type of each Latin verb listed in the LIV. More pre-
cisely, the LB records information about the inflec-
tion type of each lemma, represented using the
property lila:hasInflectionType.29 By count-
ing the number of lemmas for each verbal inflection
type, it is possible to compare the predominant in-
flection types of the entire LB (table 1) with those
of the Latin verbs listed in the LIV (table 2).

Inflection Type Label Number of lem-
mas

First conjugation 9530
Third conjugation 3398
First conjugation deponent 1019
Fourth conjugation 922
Second conjugation 823

Table 1: The inflection types of the LiLa LB.

Inflection Type Label Number of lem-
mas

Third conjugation 172
Second conjugation 80
First conjugation 28
Fourth conjugation 19
Third conjugation deponent 16

Table 2: The inflection types of the Latin lexical
entries in LIV.

As Tables 1 and 2 show, the distributions of the
inflection types in the LB and in the LIV are very
different. In the LB, the first conjugation is pre-
dominant, and only around one third of all verbs
belong to the third conjugation. Among the Latin
lexical entries in the LIV, however, the proportion
is reversed: the number of third conjugation verbs
is six times higher than that of first conjugation
verbs. These data quantitatively confirm what is
stated in Michael Weiss standard work, the Outline
of the historical and comparative grammar of Latin
(Weiss, 2020): “the 3rd and 4th Conjugations […]
are the main repository of present stem formations
inherited from Proto-Indo-European” (p. 404).

Since the information regarding the various PIE
stem types was included in the modelling of the LIV
(as described in Section 3), it is possible to refine
the SPARQL query, and consequently to extend
the investigation, by taking this information into ac-
count. In particular, for each inflection type, it is
possible to count the number of lemmas reflecting
a certain PIE stem type. The Outline of the his-
torical and comparative grammar of Latin (Weiss,

29http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/
hasInflectionType.

2020) gives detailed information about the sources
of each Latin conjugation. For instance, PIE so-
called causative-iterative and iterative stems are
usually reflected in Latin by second conjugation
verbs (p. 403). By restricting the results of the
query to the lemmas derived from a determined
stem type, it is possible to quantitatively confirm
this statement.

Inflection Type Label Number of
lemmas

Second conjugation verb 5
First conjugation deponent verb 1
First conjugation verb 1

Table 3: The inflection types of the Latin reflexes
of LIV causative-iterative stems.

Inflection Type Label Number of
lemmas

Second conjugation verb 13
First conjugation verb 6
Third conjugation verb 2
First conjugation deponent verb 1

Table 4: The inflection types of the Latin reflexes
of LIV iterative stems.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results of the queries
for the causative-iterative stems and for the itera-
tive stems respectively. As expected, the second
conjugation is predominant in both cases. These
results can be considered statistically significant,
since the p-value, indicating the inter-dependence
between the inflection type and the PIE stem type,
was calculated to be lower than 0.05. The queries
performed to obtain these results are simple, but
give an empirical confirmation of what is stated in
the Outline of the historical and comparative gram-
mar of Latin.

4.2. An Investigation about the PIE Stem
Types and their Derivatives

A further research question relevant to Historical
Linguistics that may be investigated with the aid
of the LIV’s linking in LiLa, is whether the deriva-
tives of Latin verbs that may be traced back to
PIE stems feature specific affixes depending on
their underlying PIE stem type. The derivational
information that is recorded in the LiLa KB can
be exploited to answer this question, too. In-
deed, the lemmas of the LB are linked via the
properties lila:hasBase,30 lila:hasPrefix31

30http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/
hasBase.

31http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/
hasPrefix.

http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasInflectionType
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasInflectionType
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasBase
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasBase
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasPrefix
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasPrefix
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and lila:hasSuffix32 to their derivational bases,
their prefixes and their affixes, respectively. By
putting this information in relation to the LIV data,
it is possible to answer the question previously out-
lined.33

The query counts the number of LiLa lemmas
that are derived by means of a specific Latin af-
fix and whose Latin base may be traced back to a
specific PIE stem type. What emerges from the re-
sults is that some of the most frequent prefixes and
suffixes in the entire LB are also the most frequent
in the LIV derivatives. However, some affixes that
are not in the top five ranking of the LB appear in
the first five positions for the derivatives of certain
PIE stems.

Prefix Label Number of lemmas
con- 1992
e(x)- 1438
in (negation)- 1346
de- 1146
in (entering)- 1131

Table 5: The five most frequent prefixes in the Clas-
sical Latin lemmas of the LB.

Prefix Label Number of lemmas
in (negation)- 12
prae- 10
in (entering)- 10
pro- 10
con- 7

Table 6: The five most frequent prefixes in the
Classical Latin lemmas reflecting PIE desiderative
stems.

Prefix Label Number of lemmas
con- 24
ad- 21
e(x)- 19
re- 14
pro- 13

Table 7: The five most frequent prefixes in the Clas-
sical Latin lemmas reflecting PIE fientive stems.

32http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/
hasSuffix.

33As described in Section 2, the derivational informa-
tion recorded in LiLa currently regards only a subset of
the Medieval Latin lemmas: for this reason, the results
of all the queries including derivational information were
restricted to Classical Latin lemmas only.

For instance, the prefix pro- is not among the
most frequent of the LB (Table 5), but it is the fourth
most frequent prefix for the derivatives of Latin lem-
mas reflecting PIE desiderative stems (Table 6)
and in fifth position for the derivatives of Latin lem-
mas reflecting PIE fientive stems (Table 7). With
regard to the suffixes, an interesting example of the
same phenomenon is -ment, which is not among
the top five suffixes of the LB (Table 8), but is in
the fourth position for the derivatives of Latin re-
flexes of PIE fientive stems (Table 9). These data
point to a close association between Latin affixes
and specific PIE stem types. Thus, the queries
performed open new perspectives about the rela-
tion between the Latin affixes and the derivatives of
the PIE stems, suggesting that the semantic mean-
ing carried by the stem influenced the choice of
the affix involved in the derivational process. In-
deed, each PIE stem type originally encoded a
specific grammatical or lexical aspect, that is, they
expressed the duration or the manner of the action
(Meier-Brügger, 2003, pp. 164 ff.), as do the var-
ious prefixes and suffixes used in Latin to derive
new words. This hypothesis may be further inves-
tigated since these results can be considered sta-
tistically significant: indeed, the p-value indicating
the inter-dependence between the affixes involved
in the derivational process and the PIE stem type
underlying the lemma was calculated to be lower
than 0.05.

Suffix Label Number of lemmas
-(t)io(n) 2961
-(t)or 1837
-ari 1449
-(i)t 1381
-i 1258

Table 8: The five most frequent suffixes in the Clas-
sical Latin lemmas of the LB.

Suffix Label Number of lemmas
-sc 63
-id 30
-ul 18
-ment 17
-(i)t 17

Table 9: The five most frequent suffixes in the Clas-
sical Latin lemmas reflecting PIE fientive stems.

To delve more into the matter, it is possible to
calculate the percentage of the presence of each
affix in the derivatives of Latin lemmas reflecting
PIE stems compared to its total occurrences in the
LB. The results show that a good part of the Clas-
sical Latin derivatives may be traced back to PIE

http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasSuffix
http://lila-erc.eu/ontologies/lila/hasSuffix
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present stems: more precisely, with regard to both
prefixes and suffixes, the percentage of derivatives
that can ultimately be traced back to a PIE present
stem often exceeds the threshold of 50%. As an
example, table 10 shows the first five results for
the suffixes involved in the derivational processes
concerning Latin reflexes of PIE present stems.

Suffix label Number of
lemmas

Percentage

-(i)t 922 66,76%
-(i)es 80 57,55%
-(t)ur 127 55,22%
-or 92 55,09%
-men/min 171 50,89%

Table 10: The suffixes of Latin derivatives reflect-
ing PIE present stems and their percentage on the
total.

Suffix label Number of
lemmas

Percentage

-id 125 34,92%
-sc 103 15,37%
-(i)t 68 4,92%
-i 57 4,53%
-(t)io(n) 68 2,30%

Table 11: The suffixes of the derivatives descend-
ing from a PIE essive stem and their percentage
on the total.

On the other hand, for the other PIE stem types,
the situation is different: they usually cover less
than 10% of the derivatives formed with a spe-
cific affix, and sometimes their percentages do not
even reach the frequency threshold.34 However,
there is one outstanding result: the 34,92% of the
LB’s lemmas containing the suffix -id is derived
from a Latin reflex of a PIE essive stem. This suffix
is over two times more frequent than the second-
ranked one, -sc, pointing to a special relation be-
tween the Latin adjectives in -idus and the Latin
reflexes of PIE essive stems.

This special relation may be understood within
the context of the so-called Caland system (Rau,
2009; Nussbaum, 1999). This PIE system con-
sisted in a set of formal and semantic relationships
between words, based on the alternation of spe-
cific affixes. The words involved were not deriva-
tives of each other: rather “the word formation
process is called recategorisation, i.e. the part
of speech changes, but not the semantic content”
(Balles, 2003, p. 10, my translation). The system

34The frequency threshold was set on the 1% of the
total occurrences of the most common affix in the Clas-
sical Latin lemmas of the LB.

has been inherited by many IE languages, includ-
ing Latin. In the latter, however, it was remodelled
following language-specific linguistic patterns. In
particular, a Latin set of Caland formations usually
features an adjective (e.g. calidus ‘hot’ or liquidus
‘fluid’), a noun (e.g. calor, -ōris ‘heat’ or liquor, -ōris
‘fluidity’), an essive verb (e.g. caleō, -ēre ‘to be hot’
or liqueō, -ēre ‘to be fluid’), an inchoative verb (e.g.
calēscō, -ere ‘to become hot’ or liquēscō, -ere
‘to become fluid’) and a factitive verb (e.g. cale-
faciō, -ere ‘to make hot’ or liquefaciō, -ere ‘to make
liquid’). These -idus adjectives and essive verbs,
which have long been recognized as part of the
Caland system in Latin, exactly correspond to the
derivatives in -id and the Latin reflexes of PIE es-
sive stems identified thanks to the LIV’s linking to
the LiLa KB. The results of the queries thus quan-
titatively confirm a relation which has long been
noted and discussed within Historical Linguistics:
this suggests that other results may also provide
relevant information, which may be used to demon-
strate new substantial relationships between the
Latin affixes and the PIE stems.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

The linking of the LIV to the LiLa KB provides new
opportunities to explore its etymological data in re-
lation to Latin. The queries and the results shown
in this paper confirm that the etymological informa-
tion included in the LiLa KB can be effectively ex-
ploited to acquire new information about the rela-
tionship between Latin and PIE lexical items. The
queries discussed here could not have been per-
formed without the LIV’s linking to the LiLa KB.
Thus, the publication of the LIV’s etymological re-
lationships as LOD increases the research possi-
bilities in the field, while representing an enhance-
ment of the etymological subset of LiLa and of the
LLOD Cloud.

Indeed, the queries and the results discussed
in the present paper exemplify only a few of the
advantages that the LIV’s linking may actually pro-
vide. LiLa contains resources that supply informa-
tion with regard to syntax (e.g. Latin Vallex 2.0
(CIRCSE, 2020c; Mambrini et al., 2021), morphol-
ogy (e.g. PrinParLat (CIRCSE, 2023b)), seman-
tics (e.g. the Lewis and Short dictionary (CIRCSE,
2021a)) and sentiment analysis (e.g. LatinAffec-
tus (CIRCSE, 2020b; Sprugnoli et al., 2020), while
also providing different textual corpora, both for
Classical and for Medieval Latin. All these layers of
information are interoperable with each other and
with the LIV. Querying their interconnected data
can have a concrete impact on the academic com-
munities of Classicists and Historical Linguists, by
allowing them to carry out investigations that were
not possible before.
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Moreover, two future challenges can be outlined.
First, the LIV does not exclusively contain etymo-
logical information with regard to Latin, but actu-
ally details the etymology of lexical items in many
other IE languages: by modelling their data with
the same ontologies that we used, it will be pos-
sible to enlarge the etymological network and in-
vestigate the etymological relationships between
several IE languages.

Secondly, the biggest challenge not only for the
LIV and LiLa, but for all the linguistic resources
published as LOD, will be their integration within
the world of the so-called Big Data and Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs). LLMs (such as BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) or ChatGpt (Ouyang et al., 2022))
are the future of Computational Linguistics, since
they can process huge amounts of raw text, with-
out the need to learn patterns provided by previ-
ous annotations. They can achieve very good re-
sults in several tasks, such as question answer-
ing (Jiang et al., 2021), machine translation (Lewis
et al., 2020) and text generation (Li et al., 2022).
In this context, the future of annotated linguistic
resources is uncertain, given that they may stop
being necessary altogether. However, the shift
from supervised models to unsupervised machine
learning methods constitutes a radical change that
cannot be faced without critical thinking: if no an-
notation is required, the linguist’s expertise and
the deep analysis of the linguistic data are not re-
quired either. The challenge will thus be to pre-
serve the original analytical component of Com-
putational Linguistics, while taking all the bene-
fits that LLMs can offer. In particular, this can be
achieved by incorporating the linguistic resources
published as LOD into LLMs. The LOD resources
are stored in the form of knowledge graphs (KGs):
these are able to generate interpretable results
and to perform symbolic reasoning (Zhang et al.,
2021), thus providing a solution for some of the lim-
itations of LLMs (Biever, 2023). In this view, the
linguistic resources published as LOD will hope-
fully preserve their crucial and innovative role in
the discipline by establishing a fruitful relationship
with the LLMs: in fact, the quality of the structured
data contained in these resources can be reused
to fine-tune and provide external knowledge to the
LLMs (Zhang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021), while
also being useful to analyse their results and pro-
vide interpretability (Petroni et al., 2019). This will
hopefully constitute an opportunity to enhance the
LLMs’ performance and continue to improve the
machine’s capabilities with human knowledge.
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